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TannerRitchie Publishing and Birlinn Ltd have collaborated to
create Scotland's History Online (SHO).
Remote learning has never been more important, and SHO
provides exclusive access to Birlinn’s growing collection of new and
backlist titles in one convenient online destination, powered by
TannerRitchie’s widely praised user interface, MEMSO Shell.
Birlinn's titles are essential texts for college and university courses
that touch on Britain and Scotland, and now there has never been
a better time to make a complete library of Scotland's most
important historical research available to all your users.
Subscribers will have access to Birlinn’s newest history titles and
backlist, including the complete backlist of the John Donald
academic imprint along with titles rst published by Tuckwell
Press.

Features:
1. Provides convenient remote access to a growing library of
authoritative research in Scottish history.
2. Solves access to high demand titles; lls gaps in your
collection.
3. Search and nd relevant content across all the titles in ways
impossible via hard copies or single ebooks.
4. Gain access to all Birlinn's newest publications as well as rare
and sought-after backlist titles as part of your subscription.
5. Offer users a way to buy lifetime access to favourite ebooks at
20% less than retail rates.
Example Titles:
• Political History: The Stewart Monarchy In Scotland Series; The
Wars of The Bruces; The Rough Wooings.
• Primary Sources: Walter Bower’s Scotichronicon, Jordan
Fantosme’s Chronicle.
• The Highlands and Islands: The Vikings in Islay, The Making of
the Crofting Community; The Sea Kings
• Modern History: The Broken Journey: A Life of Scotland 19761999; Facing the Bear: Scotland and the Cold War
Institutions:
Free trials:

From $1585 USD / £1250 GBP p.a. based on FTE
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The Scottish Record Society Online (SRS Online)
ISSN: 2564-3347
May 2022

TannerRitchie and the Scottish Record Society are pleased to
announce the release of SRS Online.
This new database collection, built on TannerRitchie's trusted
platform for historical sources, brings all SRS's titles from its
foundation in 1897 to the present day together in a digital format
for the rst time.
Features:
1. Provides convenient remote access to the publications of one of
Scotland's oldest and most respected historical societies.
2. Solves access to high demands titles; ll gaps in your hard-copy
collection.
3. Search and nd relevant content across all the titles in ways
impossible via hard copies or single ebooks.
4. Gain access to SRS's new titles in digital format as soon as they
are published.
5. Transform institutional and personal subscriptions into powerful
digital access, while still receiving the traditional bene ts of
membership.

Subscriptions to SRS Online includes a year's institutional or
personal membership to the Scottish Record Society, entitling you
to also receive its annual hard-copy volumes and new publications,
along with the other bene ts of membership.
Subscribing to SRS Online ensures the continued success of the
Scottish Record Society as it continues publishing into its third
century of existence.
Example Titles:
• The Acts and Proceedings of the General Assemblies of the
Church of Scotland, 1560-1618, Duncan Shaw.
• Heads of Religious Houses In Scotland from the Twelfth to the
Sixteenth Centuries, ed Shead and Watt.
• Fasti Ecclesiae Scoticanae Medii Aevi Ad Annum 1638, (Third
Edition, 2019), ed Shead, Watt and Murray.
• List of Inhabitants upon the Duke of Argyle's Property in Kintyre
in 1792, A. I. B. Stewart.
• A Directory of Landownership in Scotland, c. 1770, Loretta R.
Timperley
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From $790 USD / £625 GBP p.a. based on FTE
£195 p.a.
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The Red Book of Scotland Online (RBS Online)
ISSN: 2564-3339
2019

"[A] 7,500-page genealogical blockbuster going far beyond
existing individual clan and family histories." (Dr. Domhnall
Uilleam Stiùbhart, Senior Lecturer, Sabhal Mor Ostaig.)
The Red Book of Scotland Online seeks to ll an enormous
void that exists in Scotland’s genealogical history.
Researched over 30 years, this publication is fruit of a
massive self-funded research project undertaken by Gordon
MacGregor, and places genealogy back within its rightful
place as a serious academic discipline.
The Red Book of Scotland Online is, quite simply, a new
essential reference tool which should be constantly at hand
for anybody working within the elds of Scottish history and
Scottish genealogy in the broadest senses.
Built on our trusted MEMSO Shell platform, RBS Online is
an essetial reference tool for genealogists and all students of
Scotland's past.
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Medieval and Early Modern Sources Online (MEMSO)
ISSN: 1716-9321
2004
Yes

An essential resource for the study of Britain and its place in the
world during the medieval and early modern period.
“The single most signi cant game changer in the last 20 years
for those of us doing research in British history. I couldn't do it
—and neither could my students—without you.” Prof. Linda
Mitchell, University of Missouri-Kansas City.
Printed Sources and Manuscripts:
MEMSO is an indispensable and comprehensive online
research database for universities, researchers and libraries
around the world, containing a large repository of state papers,
chronicles, accounts and correspondence from the archives of
Britain, Ireland and continental Europe. It continues to grow
with new books added every month.
Other features:
MEMSO’s user interface is designed speci cally for complex
research with historical sources, with powerful phrase and
keyword searches. Its customizable interface was designed by
historians, for historians.
Institutions:
Personal Access:
Free trials available:

From $1500 USD / £1200 p.a. based on FTE
From $10 CAD for one hour.
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